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Abstract
This paper studies the Schatten-q error of low-rank matrix estimation by singular
value decomposition under perturbation. Specifically, we establish a tight perturbation
bound on the low-rank matrix estimation via a perturbation projection error bound.
This new proof technique has provable advantages over the classic approaches. Then,
we establish lower bounds to justify the tightness of the upper bound on the low-rank
matrix estimation error. Based on the matrix perturbation projection error bound,
we further develop a unilateral and a user-friendly sinΘ bound for singular subspace
perturbation. Finally, we demonstrate the advantage of our results over the ones in the
literature by simulation.
1 Introduction
Singular value decomposition (SVD) and eigendecomposition are ubiquitous tools in a wide
range of problems in applied mathematics, signal processing, statistics, computer science,
etc. In many problems, SVD or eigendecomposition is implemented on a noisy or per-
turbed observation. An accurate assess on how the noise effects the outcomes can provide
an important benchmark to implementation and theoretical analysis. Such a task has
been a central topic in the matrix perturbation theory. Since the seminal work by Weyl
[Wey12], Davis-Kahan [DK70], Wedin [Wed72], the matrix perturbation theory has at-
tracted enormous attention [Li98a, Li98b, Dop00, Ste98, Ste73]. The readers are referred
to [Bha13, Ste90a] for overviews of the historical development of matrix perturbation the-
ory. Motivated by recent applications in statistics and machine learning, there has been a
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surge in development of matrix perturbation theory [YWS15, CZ18, CTP19b]. Enormous
generalizations and extensions have been made under different settings, such as random
perturbation [Ste90b, Vu11, SN13, OVW18, Wan15, BGN11, AFWZ17, KX16, BGN12,
CTP19a, MSC20, CCF18, EBW18], structured perturbation [FWZ16, Ste06], etc. Most
of these existing works mainly focused on the perturbation of singular values or singular
subspaces.
We specific consider the following matrix perturbation model. Suppose we observe a
general matrix B P Rmˆn that contains an underlying low-rank matrix A:
B “ A` Z. (1)
Here, A is a rank-r signal matrix of interest and Z is the noise or perturbation. Assume
A,B have singular value decompositions:
A “ UΣ1VJ and B “rpU pUKs
« pΣ1 0
0 pΣ2
ff« pVJpVJK
ff
.
Here, Σ1, pΣ1 P Rrˆr, pΣ2 P Rpm´rqˆpn´rq are diagonal matrices with non-increasing singular
values of A and B. We define pA “ pUpΣ1 pVJ as the top rank-r approximation of matrix
B and rZ “ B ´ pA “ pUK pΣ2 pVJ is the approximation residual. In the classic literature
on perturbation theory, the target of analysis is often the sin Θ distance between singular
subspaces, } sin ΘppU,Uq}q, } sin ΘppV,Vq}q (see definition of Schatten-q sinΘ distance in
Section 1.1), and the difference of singular values pΣ1 ´ Σ1.
In addition to the singular values and vectors, an accurate estimation of A is important
in many applications, e.g., matrix denoising [GD14, DG14, Nad14] and signal processing
[Jol02, TS93]. When Z is a deterministic perturbation without a priori assumptions, it
is straightforward to estimate A via the rank-r truncated SVD of B, i.e., pA. Then, a
tight upper bound of }pA ´ A}q can be important: it quantifies the estimation error and
can be used to study other quantities, such as the pseudo-inverse perturbation }pA: ´A:}q
appearing in the literature [Wed73, Ste77].
In this paper, we focus on the low-rank matrix estimation error under perturbation, i.e.,
we aim to establish a tight upper bound for }pA´A}q under Model (1). It is straightforward
to apply the classic perturbation theory to obtain the perturbation bounds of singular
vectors and values, then develop them further to an upper bound on }pA´A}q. As will be
discussed later in Section 2, such a scheme would induce a singular value ratio and give rise
to a loose bound. Instead, we turn to study the perturbation projection error }P pUKA}q, i.e.,
the amplitude of A projecting onto the subspace spanned by the orthogonal complement ofpU. This perturbation projection error essentially measures how pU approximate U, which
can be a more convenient quantity to apply than the classic sinΘ distance } sin ΘppU,Uq}q
2
as will be discussed later. By establishing an upper bound for the perturbation projection
error }P pUKA}q:
maxt}P pUKA}q, }AP pVK}qu ď 2}Zmaxprq}q, (2)
we develop a clean upper bound for the matrix estimation error }pA´A}q:
}pA´A}q ď
$’’&’’%
p2q ` 1q1{q ››Zmaxprq››q , 1 ď q ď 2;?
5
››Zmaxprq››q , 2 ď q ă 8;
2
››Zmaxprq›› , q “ 8. (3)
Such an upper bound is free of any singular values and can be much tighter than the ones
in the literature.
In addition, we introduce two lower bounds to justify the tightness of this upper bound.
Specifically, we establish a lower bound on the rank-r truncated SVD pA to show that the
constant (3) cannot be improved for 1 ď q ď 2 and q “ 8. We also introduce a minimax
lower bound to show that the rank-r truncated SVD is minimax rate-optimal.
Moreover, by the matrix perturbation projection error bound (2), we also derive a
unilateral and a user-friendly sinΘ perturbation bound:
} sin ΘppU,Uq}q ď 2}ZpV}q
σminpApVq , } sin ΘppV,Vq}q ď 2}
pUJZ}q
σminppUJAq ,
max
!
} sin ΘppU,Uq}q, } sin ΘppV,Vq}q) ď 2}Zmaxprq}q
σrpAq .
These perturbation bounds for singular subspaces have provable advantages over the classic
results. Moreover, we corroborate our theoretical findings by simulation.
To prove these main technical results, we introduce a series of lemmas that may be of
independent interest. In particular, Lemma 1 gives a dual characterization of the Schatten-
q norm. Lemma 3 shows the Schatten-q norm of the best rank-r truncated matrix is a
unitarily invariant matrix norm. Lemma 7 shows some basic properties of Schatten-q sinΘ
distance, including its equivalency to several commonly seen subspace metrics.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. We introduce the notation and prelimi-
naries in Section 1.1. The technical tool on matrix perturbation projection error bound and
its proof are given in Section 2. In Section 3, a sharp error upper bound on }pA´A}q and
two lower bounds are developed. In Section 4, we further derive two new sinΘ perturbation
bounds based on the matrix perturbation projection error bound. In Section 5, we provide
numerical studies to corroborate our theoretical findings. Conclusion and discussions are
collected in Section 6.
3
1.1 Notation and Preliminaries
The following notation will be used throughout this article. The lowercase letters (e.g.,
a, b), lowercase boldface letters (e.g., u,v), uppercase boldface letters (e.g., U,V) are used
to denote scalars, vectors, matrices, respectively. For any matrix A P Rmˆn with singular
value decomposition
řm^n
i“1 σipAquivJi , let σminpAq “ σm^npAq be the least non-trivial
singular value, Amaxprq “
řr
i“1 σipAquivJi be the best rank-r approximation of A, and
Amaxp´rq “
řm^n
i“r`1 σipAquivJi be the remainder. We also denote SVDrpAq :“ ru1 ¨ ¨ ¨urs
as the subspace formed by the first r left singular vectors of A. For q P r1,8s, the Schatten-
q norm of matrix A is defined as }A}q :“ přm^ni“1 σqi pAqq1{q. Especially, Frobenius norm
} ¨ }F and spectral norm } ¨ } are Schatten-2 norm and -8 norm, respectively. In addition,
let Ir be the r-by-r identity matrix. Let Or be the set of r-by-r orthogonal matrices,
Op,r “ tU : UJU “ Iru be the set of all p-by-r matrices with orthonormal columns. For
any U P Op,r, PU “ UUJ is the projection matrix onto the column span of U. We also use
UK P Op,p´r to represent the orthonormal complement of U. We use bracket subscripts
to denote sub-matrices. For example, Ari1,i2s is the entry of A on the i1-th row and i2-th
column; Arpr`1q:m,:s contains the pr ` 1q-th to the m-th rows of A.
We use the sin Θ norm to quantify the distance between singular subspaces. Suppose
U1 and U2 are two p-by-r matrices with orthonormal columns. Let the singular values of
UJ1 U2 be σ1 ě σ2 ě . . . ě σr ě 0. Then ΘpU1,U2q is defined as a diagonal matrix with
principal angles between U1 and U2:
ΘpU1,U2q “ diag
`
cos´1pσ1q, . . . , cos´1pσrq
˘
.
Then the Schatten-q sin Θ distance is defined as
} sin ΘpU1,U2q}q “
››diagpsin cos´1pσ1q, . . . , sin cos´1pσrq››q “
˜
rÿ
i“1
p1´ σ2r qq{2
¸1{q
. (4)
In particular, the commonly used Frobenius and spectral sin Θ norms, i.e., } sin ΘpU1,U2q}F
and } sin ΘpU1,U2q}2, are equal to the Schatten-2 and Schatten-8 sin Θ norms, respectively.
The forthcoming Lemma 7 collects several basic properties of the Schatten-q sinΘ distance.
2 A Perturbation Projection Error Bound
In this section, we introduce a new upper bound on the matrix perturbation projection
error.
Theorem 1 (Perturbation projection error bound) Consider the perturbation model
(1). For any q P r1,8s, we have
max
!
}P pUKA}q, }AP pVK}q
)
ď 2}Zmaxprq}q. (5)
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Theorem 1 provides a simple characterization of the Schatten-q perturbation projection
error }P pUKA}q. Based on this result, we will develop a sharp bound for low-rank matrix
estimation error }pA´A}q and the perturbation bounds for the subspace in sinΘ distance
} sin ΘppU,Uq}q in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.
Remark 1 We compare (5) with the perturbation projection error bound induced by exist-
ing results. The classic Wedin’s sin Θ theorem [Wed72],
max
!
} sin ΘpU, pUq}q, sin ΘpV, pVq}q) ď maxt}ZpV}q, }pUJZ}qu
σrpBq , (6)
yields
}P pUKA}q “ }pUKUΣ1VJ}q Lemma 5ď }pUJKU}qσ1pAq Lemma 7“ } sin ΘpU, pUq}qσ1pAq
(6)ď max
!
}ZpV}q, }pUJZ}q) σ1pAq
σrpBq .
(7)
This bound (7) can be less practical for its dependency on σ1pAq{σrpBq. As pointed out
by [UT19], the spectrum of large matrix datasets arising from real applications often delay
fast. If the singular values of A,B decay fast, σ1pAq{σrpBq " 1 and (7) can be loose. In
contrast, our bound (5) is free of any ratio of singular values, which can be a significant
advantage in practice. In Section 5.1, we will further illustrate the difference between(5)
and (7) by simulation.
2.1 Proof of Theorem 1
To prove Theorem 1, we introduce a series of technical lemmas on the properties of matrix
singular values and norms. First, the following lemma establishes a dual characterization
of the matrix Schatten-q norm.
Lemma 1 (Dual representation of Schatten-q norm) Let X P Rmˆnpm ď nq be a
matrix with full singular value decomposition WΛMJ with W P Rmˆm,Λ P Rmˆn,M P
Rnˆn and singular values λ1 ě λ2 . . . ě λm, then for any B P Rmˆn such that rankpBq ď
r ď m, we have
|xB,Xy| ď }B}q
››Xmaxprq››p (8)
for any q ě 1 and 1{p` 1{q “ 1. The equality is achieved if and only if
B “ WΣMJ, for Σqr1,1s{λp1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Σqrr1,r1s{λ1pr , r1 “ arg max
i
tΣri,is ‰ 0u.
Alternatively,
}Xmaxprq}p “ sup
}B}qď1,rankpBqďr
xB,Xy. (9)
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If rankpXq ď r, then
}X}p “ sup
}B}qď1,rankpBqďr
xB,Xy. (10)
Proof. First, (9) and (10) follow from (8). So we only need to prove (8). Assume the
full singular value decomposition of B “ UΣVJ, where U P Rmˆm,Σ P Rmˆn,V P Rnˆn.
Then
|xB,Xy| “|trpBJXq| “ |trpVΣUJWΛMJq| “ |trpΣUJWΛMJVq|
“diagpΣqJ|diagpUJWΛMJVq|.
Here diagpΣq is a vector consisting diagonal entries of Σ and the | ¨ | is taken entrywise for
a given vector and the last equality is due to the fact that Σ is a pseudo-diagonal matrix.
Since rankpBq ď r, by Ho¨lder’s inequality, we have
|xB,Xy| ď
˜
rÿ
i“1
Σqri,is
¸1{q ˜ rÿ
i“1
ˇˇˇ`
UJWΛMJV
˘
ri,is
ˇˇˇp¸1{p
, (11)
for any q ě 1, 1{p` 1{q “ 1. To finish the proof, we only need to prove˜
rÿ
i“1
ˇˇˇ`
UJWΛMJV
˘
ri,is
ˇˇˇp¸1{p ď ˜ rÿ
i“1
λpi
¸1{p
. (12)
To show (12), we first introduce the following property of Ky Fan norm [Fan49] of matrix
A P Rmˆn:
KspAq :“
sÿ
i“1
σipAq “ sup
UPOm,s,VPOn,s
trpUJAVq, (13)
for any 1 ď s ď n^m.
Denote a1 ě a2 ě . . . ě ar ě 0 as the values of
!ˇˇˇ`
UJWΛMJV
˘
ri,is
ˇˇˇ)r
i“1
in descending
order. By (13), we have the following
sÿ
i“1
ai ď KspUJWΛMJVq “
sÿ
i“1
σi
`
UJWΛMJV
˘ “ sÿ
i“1
λi, for s “ 1, . . . , r.
The last equality is due to the fact that U,V,W,M are all orthogonal matrices. Then
equation (12) follows from the following Lemma 2.
Lemma 2 Suppose x1 ě x2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě xk ě 0 and y1 ě y2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě yk ě 0. For any
1 ď j ď k, řji“1 xi ď řji“1 yi. Then for any p ě 1,
kÿ
i“1
xpi ď
kÿ
i“1
ypi .
The equality holds if and only if px1, . . . , xkq “ py1, . . . , ykq.
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Proof of Lemma 2. We consider the following constrained optimization problem,
sup
x1,...,xk
xp1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xpk subject to x1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě xk ě 0,
jÿ
i“1
xi ď
jÿ
i“1
yi. (14)
Since the constrained domain#
px1, . . . , xkq : x1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě xk ě 0,
jÿ
i“1
xi ď
jÿ
i“1
yi
+
is a closed set and the objective function is a continuous function, the supremum of the
objective function must exists, which we denote as px1˚ , . . . , xk˚q. In order to finish the proof
of this lemma, we only need to prove that
px1˚ , . . . , xk˚q “ py1, . . . , ykq. (15)
We apply mathematical induction on k to prove this. When k “ 1, it is clear that the
supremum of (14) is achieved if and only if x1˚ “ y1. Now we assume this conclusion is true
for k ´ 1. Then for k,
• if x1˚ “ y1, we can remove both x1 and y1 from our consideration and the problem
immediately reduces to k ´ 1. The statement (15) must holds.
• if x1˚ ă y1, and for any 1 ď j ď k,
řj
i“1 xi˚ ă
řj
i“1 yi, we can find small enough value
ε ą 0 to ensure that px1˚ ` ε, x2˚ , . . . , xk˚q is still in the constrained set of while have a
larger objective function value, which leads to a contradiction.
• if x1˚ ă y1, and there exists 1 ď j ď k such that
řj
i“1 xi˚ “
řj
i“1 yi, we assume j˚ is the
smallest among the choices, i.e.,
j˚ “ arg min j such that
jÿ
i“1
xi˚ “
jÿ
i“1
yi.
By the assumption, j˚ ě 2, řj˚i“1 xi˚ “ řj˚i“1 yi, řj˚´1i“1 xi˚ ă řj˚´1i“1 yi. Thus, xj˚˚ ą yj˚ .
In addition, since
řj˚`1
i“1 xi˚ ď
řj˚`1
i“1 yi, we have
xj˚˚`1 “
j˚`1ÿ
i“1
xi˚ ´
j˚ÿ
i“1
xi˚ ď
j˚`1ÿ
i“1
yi ´
j˚ÿ
i“1
yi “ yj˚`1 ď yj˚ ă xj˚˚ .
Now for small value ε ą 0, x1˚ `  ď y1, xj˚˚ ´  ě xj˚˚`1, px1˚ ` ε, x2˚ , . . . , xj˚˚´1, xj˚˚ ´
ε, xj˚˚`1, . . . , xk˚q is still in the feasible set but yield a larger value of the objective function
since p ě 1. This is also a contradiction.
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Summarizing from the previous cases, we have finished the proof of this lemma. 
Now we move back to the proof of Lemma 1. By Lemma 2, the equality in (12) holds
if U “ W,V “ M; the equality in (11) holds when
Σqr1,1s{λp1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Σqrr1,r1s{λ1pr
for non-zero singular values in Σ. This has finished the proof. 
Recall that a matrix norm } ¨ } is unitarily invariant if }A} “ }UAV} for any matrix
A and orthogonal matrices U,V. The next Lemma 3 shows that the Schatten-q norm of a
best rank-r truncated matrix is a unitarily invariant matrix norm.
Lemma 3 (}p¨qmaxprq}q is a matrix norm and is unitarily invariant) For any q ě 1,
λ P R, A,B P Rmˆn, we have
• }Amaxprq}q ě 0; }Amaxprq}q “ 0 if and only if A “ 0;
• }pλAqmaxprq}q “ |λ| ¨ }Amaxprq}q;
• the triangle inequality holds, i.e.,
} pA`Bqmaxprq }q ď }Amaxprq}q ` }Bmaxprq}q;
• }Amaxprq}q “ }UAmaxprqV}q for any orthogonal matrices U and V.
Proof. Since }Amaxprq}q “ p
řr
i“1 σ
q
i pAqq1{q, we have }Amaxprq}q ě 0,
}Amaxprq}q “ 0 if and only if σ1pAq “ 0 if and only if A “ 0.
Since λipλAq “ |λ|λipAq, we have }pλAqmaxprq}q “ |λ| ¨ }Amaxprq}q.
Next, we apply Lemma 1 to prove the triangle inequality:
}pA`Bqmaxprq}q Lemma 1“ sup
}X}pď1,rankpXq“r
xA`B,Xy
ď sup
}X}pď1,rankpXq“r
xA,Xy ` sup
}X}pď1,rankpXq“r
xB,Xy Lemma 1“ }Amaxprq}q ` }Bmaxprq}q.
Finally for any orthogonal matrices U and V, since σipAq “ σipUAVq, we have
}Amaxprq}q “ }UAmaxprqV}q. 
By the well-known Eckart-Young-Mirsky Theorem [EY36, Mir60, GHS87], the truncated
SVD achieves the best low-rank matrix approximation in any unitarily invariant norm. We
specifically have the following result.
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Lemma 4 (Optimality of SVD in truncated Schatten-q norm) Given matrix A P
Rmˆn and any non-negative integer k ď m ^ n, for any matrix M with rankpMq ď r, we
have ›››`A´maxprq˘maxpkq›››q ď } pA´Mqmaxpkq }q.
The equality is achieved if M “ Amaxprq.
Proof. This lemma follows from the Eckart-Young-Mirsky Theorem and the fact that
}p¨qmaxpkq}q is a unitarily invariant matrix norm (Lemma 3). 
The following Lemma 5 characterizes the singular values of the product of matrices.
Lemma 5 (Singular values of the product of two matrices) Suppose A P Rmˆn,
B P Rnˆb. Then
σipABq ď σipAq}B}, σipABq ě σipAqσnpBq, (16)
}AB}q ď }A}q}B}, }AB}q ě }A}qσnpBq (17)
for any 1 ď i ď m^ n and q ě 1.
Proof. First
σipABq “ λ1{2i pABBJAJq “ λ1{2i pBBJAJAq
paqě pλipAJAqλn´i`1pBBJqq1{2
ě σipAqσnpBq.
Here (a) is due to [MOA79] p371 Theorem H.1.d. Next we show σipABq ď σipAq}B}.
Recall the best low-rank approximation property of SVD [Mir60, GHS87], we have
σipAq “ min
XPRmˆn,rankpXqďi´1
}A´X}.
So
σipABq “ min
XPRmˆn,rankpXqďi´1
}AB´X} ď
›››››AB´ i´1ÿ
k“1
σkpAqukvJk B
›››››
“ ››Amaxp´pi´1qqB›› ď ››Amaxp´pi´1qq›› ¨ }B} “ σipAq}B}.
Next,
}AB}q “ p
ÿ
i
σqi pABqq1{q ď p
ÿ
i
σqi pAq}B}qq1{q “ }A}q}B},
}AB}q “ p
ÿ
i
σqi pABqq1{q ě p
ÿ
i
σqi pAqσqnpBqq1{q “ }A}qσnpBq. 
Now we are in position to prove Theorem 1.
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Proof of Theorem 1. We only study }P pUKA}q since the proof of the upper bound
of }AP pVK}q follows by symmetry. Suppose A “ řrk“1 σkpAqukvJk is the singular value
decomposition of A. Since rankpP pUKAq ď rankpAq “ r, for p ě 1 satisfying 1{p` 1{q “ 1,
we have›››P pUKA›››q paq“ sup}X}pď1,rankpXqďrxP pUKA,Xy
“ sup
}X}pď1,rankpXqďr
xP pUK pA` Zq ´ P pUKZ,Xy
ď sup
}X}pď1,rankpXqďr
xP pUKpA` Zq,Xy ` sup}X}pď1,rankpXqďrxP pUKZ,Xy
pbqď sup
}X}pď1,rankpXqďr
}X}p
››››´P pUK pA` Zq¯maxprq
››››
q
` sup
}X}pď1,rankpXqďr
}X}p
››››´P pUKZ¯maxprq
››››
q
pcqď min
rankpMqďr
›››pA` Z´Mqmaxprq›››
q
` }Zmaxprq}q
ď
››››››
˜
A` Z´
rÿ
i“1
σipAquivJi
¸
maxprq
››››››
q
` ››Zmaxprq››q
ď}Zmaxprq}q ` }Zmaxprq}q ď 2}Zmaxprq}q.
Here (a) (b) are due to Lemma 1 and (c) is due to Lemma 4.
3 Optimal Low-Rank Matrix Estimation via Truncated SVD
In this section, we study the estimation error of pA. We first establish the upper bound
using the perturbation projection error bound in Theorem 1.
Theorem 2 (Upper bound for low-rank matrix estimation error) Suppose B “
A ` Z, where A is a hidden rank-r matrix, B is the observation, and Z is the pertur-
bation. Let pA “ Bmaxprq be the best rank-r approximation for B. Then for any q ě 1, we
have
}pA´A}q ď
$’’&’’%
p2q ` 1q1{q ››Zmaxprq››q , 1 ď q ď 2;?
5
››Zmaxprq››q , 2 ď q ă 8;
2}Zmaxprq}, q “ 8.
(18)
Proof of Theorem 2. We first introduce the following lemma that characterizes the
Schatten-q norm of matrix orthogonal projections. The proof of this lemma follows from
[BK90].
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Lemma 6 Suppose A,B P Rp1ˆp2, U P Op1,r, q ě 1. Then,
}PUA` PUKB}q ď
# `}PUA}2q ` }PUKB}2q˘1{2 , 2 ď q ď 8;
p}PUA}qq ` }PUKB}qqq1{q , 1 ď q ď 2.
Proof of Lemma 6. Let T “ PUA ` PUKB. Then we construct T1 “ PUT “ PUA,
T2 “ PUKT “ PUKB. Following the proof of [BK90, Proposition 3], we have }T}2q ď
}T1}2q ` }T2}2q for 2 ď q ď 8. We also have }T}qq ď }T1}qq ` }T2}qq for 1 ď q ď 2 following
the proof of [BK90, Proposition 5]. Plugging in the values of T,T1,T2, the conclusion
follows. 
For q “ 8,
}pA´A} ď }pA´B} ` }A´B} Lemma 4ď 2}A´B} ď 2}Z} “ 2}Zmaxprq}. (19)
Then for 1 ď q ă 8, since pA “ Bmaxprq and pU is formed by the first r left singular vectors
of B, we have pA “ P pUB and››› pA´A›››
q
“
›››P pUB´ P pUA´ P pUKA›››q “ ›››P pUZ´ P pUKA›››q
paqď
$’’’&’’’%
ˆ››P pUZ››qq ` ›››P pUKA›››qq
˙1{q
, 1 ď q ď 2;ˆ››P pUZ››2q ` ›››P pUKA›››2q
˙1{2
, 2 ď q ă 8
pbqď
# p2q ` 1q1{q ››Zmaxprq››q , 1 ď q ď 2;?
5
››Zmaxprq››q , 2 ď q ă 8
Here, (a) is due to Lemma 6; (b) is due to Theorem 1 with the decomposition B “ A` Z
and Lemma 5. 
Remark 2 We compare Theorem 2 with the upper bounds derived by the existing tools in
the literature. First, Wedin [Wed72] proved via sinΘ theorem that
}pA´A}q ď }Z}q `3` }B´maxprq}q{σrpBq˘ . (20)
Second, based on Eckart-Young-Mirsky Theorem and pA “ Bmaxprq, one can prove
}pA´A}q ď }pA´B}q ` }A´B}q Lemma 4ď 2}A´B}q ď 2}Z}q. (21)
Third, one can derive the Schatten-q norm bound via the spectral norm bound:
}pA´A}q ď r1{q}pA´A} (21)ď 2r1{q}Z}. (22)
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The inequalities (21) and (22) were commonly used in the literature (e.g., [CLC19, Theorem
22] and [WCCL16, Theorem 2.1]). Here, (20) (21) rely on }Z}q, (22) relies on r1{q}Z},
while our upper bound in Theorem 2 relies on }Zmaxprq}q. When m,n " r and the first
r singular values of Z decay fast, which commonly happens in many big matrix datasets
[UT19], }Z}q and r1{q}Z} can be much greater than }Zmaxprq}q. Therefore, our Theorem 2
yields a tighter bound than (20), (21), and (22).
In Section 5.2, we will further illustrate the tightness of Theorem 4 by simulation.
3.1 Lower bounds of the low-rank matrix estimation error
Next, we further develop lower bounds to justify the tightness of Theorem 2. The following
Theorem 3 shows the sharpness of the best rank-r truncation estimator.
Theorem 3 For any ε ą 0, there exist A, B, and Z ‰ 0 such that rankpAq “ r, B “ A`Z,
and
}pA´A}q ą pp2q ` 1q1{q ´ εq}Zmaxprq}q.
Remark 3 Theorems 2 and 3 together imply the constant in (18) is not improvable when
1 ď q ď 2 and q “ 8. For 2 ă p ă 8, it would be an interesting future work to close the
gap between the upper bound (
?
5}Zmaxprq}q) and the lower bound (p2q ` 1q1{q}Zmaxprq}q).
Proof of Theorem 3. Without loss of generality we assume 0 ă ε ă 1. We choose a
value η P p0, p2q ` 1q1{q{pp2q ` 1q1{q ´ εq ´ 1q. Define
A “
»—– 2Ir 0rˆr 00rˆr 0rˆr 0
0 0 0
fiffifl , Z “
»—–´p1` ηqIr 0rˆr 00rˆr Ir 0
0 0 0
fiffifl ,
and
B “
»—–p1´ ηqIr 0rˆr 00rˆr Ir 0
0 0 0
fiffifl
Then,
}pA´A}q “
›››››
«
´2Ir 0rˆr
0rˆr Ir
ff›››››
q
“ p2qr ` rq1{q, }Zmaxprq}q “ p1` ηqr1{q.
We thus have
}pA´A}q ą pp2q ` 1q1{q ´ εq}Zmaxprq}q. 
Then, we consider the minimax rate-optimal error rate of the low-rank matrix estimation
among all possible procedures. We specifically focus on the following class of prA, rZq pairs:
Frpξq “
"
prA, rZq : rankprAq “ r, ›››rZmaxprq›››
q
ď ξ
*
.
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Here, ξ corresponds to
››Zmaxprq››q in the context of Theorem 2.
Theorem 4 (Schatten-q minimax lower bound) Consider the perturbation model
(1). If m^ n ě 2r, for any q ě 1, we have
infqA supp rA,rZqPFrpξq
››› qA´ rA›››
q
ě 21{q´1ξ.
Proof. The proof is done by construction. We construct
Z1 “
¨˚
˝ 0rˆr 0 00 ξ
r1{q Ir 0
0 0 0
‹˛‚, sA1 “
¨˚
˝
ξ
r1{q Ir 0 0
0 0rˆr 0
0 0 0
‹˛‚,
and
Z2 “
¨˚
˝
ξ
r1{q Ir 0 0
0 0rˆr 0
0 0 0
‹˛‚, sA2 “
¨˚
˝ 0rˆr 0 00 ξ
r1{q Ir 0
0 0 0
‹˛‚.
Here 0aˆb,0 are zero matrices with explicit or implicit specified dimensions.
By the above construction, it is easy to check }pZ1qmaxprq}q “ ξ and }pZ2qmaxprq}q “ ξ.
At the same time, by construction we have sA1 ` Z1 “ sA2 ` Z2. So
infqA supp rA,rZqPFrpξq
››› qA´ rA›››
q
ě infqA
´
max
!
}qA´ sA1}q, }qA´ sA2}q)¯
ě 1
2
infqA
´
}qA´ sA1}q ` }qA´ qA1}q¯
ě 1
2
}sA1 ´ sA2}q “ 21{q´1ξ. 
Remark 4 Combining Theorems 2 and 4, we conclude that the truncated SVD pA achieves
the optimal rate of low-rank matrix estimation error among all possible procedures qA in the
class of Frpξq.
4 New Perturbation Bounds in Subspace sin Θ Distance
In this section, we apply the perturbation projection error bound established in Theorem
1 to develop two convenient perturbation bounds in Schatten-q sin Θ distance.
Theorem 5 (A clean unilateral sinΘ perturbation bound) Suppose B “ A ` Z,
where A is a hidden rank-r matrix, B is the observation, and Z is the perturbation. Let
U,V, pU, pV be the leading r left and right singular vectors of A and B, respectively. For
any q ě 1, we have
} sin ΘppU,Uq}q ď 2}ZpV}q
σminpApVq , } sin ΘppV,Vq}q ď 2}
pUJZ}q
σminppUJAq . (23)
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Proof. We only present the proof for } sin ΘppU,Uq}q as similar analysis holds for
} sin ΘppV,Vq}q. Consider the new perturbation model BpV “ pUpΣ1 “ ApV ` ZpV. Note
that the left singular space of ApV is U, so by Theorem 1, we have
}P pUKApV}q ď 2}ZpV}q.
Here, we use the fact that the rank of ApV is at most r. Finally,
} sin ΘppU,Uq}q paq“ }pUJKU}q pbqď }pUJKUUJApV}q
σminpUJApVq pcq“
}P pUKApV}q
σminpApVq ď 2}Z
pV}q
σminpApVq .
Here, (a) is due to the following Lemma 7, (b) is due to Lemma 5, (c) is because the
left singular vectors of A are columns of U. The following lemma establishes some basic
properties about the Schatten-q sin Θ distance.
Lemma 7 (Properties of sin ΘpU1,U2q) Suppose U1,U2,U3 P Op,r are p ˆ r pr ď pq
matrices with orthonormal columns.
• (Spectrum of sin ΘpU1,U2q) UJ1KU2 and sin ΘpU1,U2q share the same singular values,
i.e.,
σipUJ1KU2q “ σipsin ΘpU1,U2qq, i “ 1, . . . , r. (24)
In particular, }UJ1KU2}q “ }sin ΘpU1,U2q}q for any q P r1,8s.
• (Triangle Inequality)
} sin ΘpU1,U2q}q ď } sin ΘpU1,U3q}q ` } sin ΘpU2,U3q}q
• (Equivalence to other distances) The Schatten-q sin Θ distance defined as (4) is equivalent
to other metrics, as the following inequality holds,
} sin ΘpU1,U2q}q ď inf
OPOr
}U1 ´U2O}q ď 2} sin ΘpU1,U2q}q;
} sin ΘpU1,U2q}q ď }U1UJ1 ´U2UJ2 }q ď 4} sin ΘpU1,U2q}q.
Proof of Lemma 7.
• (Spectrum of sin ΘpU1,U2q). Suppose UJ1KU2 has singular value decomposi-
tion W1ΣV
J
1 and U
J
1 U2 has singular value decomposition W2ΛV
J
2 , where W1 P
Rpp´rqˆr,W2 P Rrˆr; Σ,Λ,V1,V2 P Rrˆr. By the definition of sin Θ distance,
σi psin ΘpU1,U2qq “
b
1´Λ2rr´i,r´is. So to show the result of (24), we only need to
show b
1´Λ2rr´i,r´is “ Σri,is. (25)
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Since V1,V2 are both orthogonal matrices, suppose V1R “ V2 where R is a r ˆ r
orthogonal matrix. Then
I “ UJ2 U1KUJ1KU2 `UJ2 U1UJ1 U2
“ V1Σ2VJ1 `V2Λ2VJ2 “ V1
`
Σ2 `RΛ2RJ˘VJ1 .
So Σ2`RΛ2RJ “ I, this means that R could only be a permutation matrix. And since
Σr1,1s ě . . . ě Σrr,rs and Λr1,1s ě . . . ě Λrr,rs, the only way that can make Σ2`RΛ2RJ “
I to be true for a permutation matrix R is
Λ2rr´i,r´is `Σ2ri,is “ 1.
This has finished the proof for σipUJ1KU2q “ σipsin ΘpU1,U2qq for any i “ 1, . . . , r.
Thus, }UJ1KU2}q “ } sin ΘpU1,U2q}q for any q P r1,8s.
• (Triangle Inequality).
} sin ΘpU1,U2q}q paq“ }UJ1KU2}q “ }UJ1KpPU3 ` PU3KqU2}q
pbqď }UJ1KPU3U2}q ` }UJ1KPU3KU2}q
ď }U1KU3}q}UJ3 U2} ` }UJ1KU3K}}UJ3KU2}q
pcqď }U1KU3}q ` }UJ3KU2}q
“ } sin ΘpU1,U3q}q ` } sin ΘpU3,U2q}q.
Here, (a) is due to (24), (b) is a triangle inequality, (c) is due to }UJ1KU3K} ď 1, }UJ3 U2} ď
1.
• (Equivalence to other distances). Since all metrics mentioned in Lemma 7 is rotation
invariant, i.e. for any O P Op, sin ΘpU1,U2q “ sin ΘpOU1,OU2q, so does the other
metrics. Without loss of generality, we can assume
U2 “
«
Ir
0pp´rqˆr
ff
.
In this case
inf
OPOr
}U1 ´U2O}q “ inf
OPOr
››››› pU1qr1:r,:s ´OpU1qrpr`1q:p,:s
›››››
q
paq“ inf
OPOr
sup
}X}pď1
C
pU1qr1:r,:s ´O
pU1qrpr`1q:p,:s
,X
G
ě sup
}X}pď1
@pU1qrpr`1q:p,:s,Xrpr`1q:p,:sD
pbq“ }pU1qrpr`1q:p,:s}q “ }UJ2KU1}q “ } sin ΘpU1,U2q}q.
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Here, (a)(b) are due to Lemma 1.
Now we prove the upper bound of infOPOr }U1´U2O}q. Recall UJ1 U2 has singular value
decomposition W2ΛV
J
2 . Then
inf
OPOr
}U1 ´U2O}q ď }U1 ´U2W2VJ2 }q
ď }PU2pU1 ´U2W2VJ2 q}q ` }PU2KpU1 ´U2W2VJ2 q}q
ď }W2pIr ´ΛqV2}q ` }UJ2KU1}q
“
˜
rÿ
i“1
p1´Λri,isqq
¸1{q
` }UJ2KU1}q
ď
˜
rÿ
i“1
´b
1´Λ2ri,is
¯q¸1{q ` }UJ2KU1}q
paqď 2} sin ΘpU1,U2q}q.
Here, (a) is due the relationship between the singular values of UJ2KU1 and UJ2 U1 es-
tablished in (25).
Finally, we prove the equivalency of } sin ΘpU1,U2q}q and }U1UJ1 ´U2UJ2 }q. First
}U1UJ1 ´U2UJ2 }q ě }U2KpU1UJ1 ´U2UJ2 q}q “ }UJ2KU1}q “ } sin ΘpU1,U2q}q.
On the other hand, notice the decomposition
U1U
J
1 ´U2UJ2 “ pPU2 ` PU2KqU1UJ1 pPU2 ` PU2Kq ´U2UJ2
“ U2
`pUJ2 U1qpUJ2 U1qJ ´ Ir˘UJ2 ` PU2KU1UJ1 PU2
` PU2U1UJ1 PU2K ` PU2KU1UJ1 PU2K .
So,
}U1UJ1 ´U2UJ2 }q
paqď }pUJ2 U1qpUJ2 U1qJ ´ Ir}q ` 3}UJ2KU1}q
ď }Ir ´Λ2}q ` 3}UJ2KU1}q
“
˜
rÿ
i“1
´
1´Λ2ri,is
¯q¸1{q ` 3}UJ2KU1}q
ď
˜
rÿ
i“1
´b
1´Λ2ri,is
¯q¸1{q ` 3}UJ2KU1}q
pbq“ 4} sin ΘpU1,U2q}q.
Here, (a) is due to triangle inequality and }UJ2 U1} ď 1, (b) is due to (24) and (25). 
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The next theorem gives a user-friendly sinΘ theorem.
Theorem 6 (A user-friendly sinΘ perturbation bound) Consider the perturbation
model (1). For any q ě 1, we have
max
!
} sin ΘppU,Uq}q, } sin ΘppV,Vq}q) ď 2}Zmaxprq}q
σrpAq .
Proof. By Theorem 1, we have
}P pUKA}q ď 2}Zmaxprq}q.
Since the left singular subspace of A is U, we have UUJA “ PUA “ A. Then
} sin ΘppU,Uq}q “ }pUJKU}q paqď }pUJKUUJA}qσrpUJAq “ }PUˆKA}qσrpAq ď 2}Zmaxprq}qσrpAq .
Here, (a) is due to Lemma 5. 
4.1 Comparisons with existing subspace perturbation bounds
Theorems 5 and 6 have established two perturbation bounds for the matrix singular sub-
spaces in Schatten-q norm. We compare these new bounds with the existing ones.
First, the well-known Wedin’s sin Θ Theorem provides a uniform perturbation bound for
the singular subspaces on both sides [Wed72]. In our context, the Wedin’s sin Θ Theorem
yields
max
!
} sin ΘppU,Uq}q, sin ΘppV,Vq}q) ď max
!
}ZpV}q, }pUJZ}q)
σrpBq . (26)
We can see Theorem 5 and the Wedin’s sinΘ Theorem (26) yield the similar order of
perturbation bound if A,B,Z are all symmetric. When A,B, or Z are asymmetric, the
perturbation to pU, pV can be significantly different, then (26) can be loose. Recently, Cai
and Zhang [CZ18] introduced the first one-sided perturbation bound on singular subspace,
which can be stated as follows:
} sin ΘppU,Uq}q ď α}UJZVK}q ` β}UJKZV}q
α2 ´ β2 ´ }UJKZV}2 ^ }UJZVK}2
^ 1,
} sin ΘppV,Vq}q ď α}UJKZV}q ` β}UJZVK}q
α2 ´ β2 ´ }UJKZV}2 ^ }UJZVK}2
^ 1.
(27)
Here, q “ 2 (Frobenius sin Θ norm) or q “ 8 (spectral sin Θ norm), α “ σminpUJBVq,
β “ }UJKBVK}.
In contrast to the Wedin’s sinΘ Theorem and Cai-Zhang’s one-sided perturbation
bound, the proposed Theorem 5 establishes a new and clean unilateral upper bound for
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singular subspace perturbation in Schatten-q norm. Specifically, the nominator of (23),
}pUJZ}q or }ZpV}q, is the same as the term in the maximum of (26); the denominator of
(23) is σminpApVq or σminppUJAq, which is close to the denominator of (26) especially when
σrpBq " }Z}. This is because
σrpBq ´ }ZpV} ď σminpApVq “ σminpBpV ´ ZpVq ď σrpBq ` }ZpV},
σrpBq ´ }pUJZ} ď σminppUJAq “ σminppUJB´ pUJZq ď σrpBq ` }pUJZ}.
Motivated by various applications in statistics and machine learning, [VCLR13, Corol-
lary 4.1], [YWS15, Theorem 2], and [LR15, Lemma 5.1] developed several perturbation
bounds of sinΘ distance for symmetric matrices. In the context of this paper, these results
yield ›››sin ΘppU,Uq›››
F
ď
?
2}Z}F
σrpAq , ([VCLR13, Corollary 4.1]), (28)
›››sin ΘppU,Uq›››
F
ď 2 mintr
1{2}Z}, }Z}F u
σrpAq [YWS15, Theorem 2], [LR15, Lemma 5.1].
(29)
When A,Z,B are asymmetric, [YWS15] also proved›››sin ΘppU,Uq›››
F
ď 2p2}A} ` }Z}qmintr
1{2}Z}, }Z}F u
σ2r pAq [YWS15, Theorem 3].
(30)
The perturbation bounds (28)(29)(30), along with Theorem 6 in this paper, are “user
friendly” as they do not involve pU, pV or B. This advantage facilitates the application of
these perturbations to many settings that A and Z are the given arguments: one no longer
needs to further bound }ZpV}q, }pUJZ}q, or the difference between σrpBq and σrpAq when
applying (28)(29)(30) and Theorem 6 as opposed to the classic Wedin’s sin Θ Theorem (26)
or Cai-Zhang’s one-sided perturbation bound (27). The “user friendly” advantage is also
important in many settings when the denominator of (6), σrpBq, is small or even 0 due to
perturbation [YWS15]. In this case, the classic Wedin’s sinΘ bound (6) can be very loose
or even inapplicable, while (28)(29)(30) and Theorem 6 still apply.
Different from the previous results, our perturbation bound in Theorem 6 has a better
dependence on both Z and σrpAq than (28)(29)(30) because
}Zmaxprq}F ď min
!
r1{2}Z}, }Z}F
)
,
while the opposite side of this inequality does not hold. In addition, Theorem 6 covers the
more general asymmetric matrices in Schatten-q sinΘ norms for any q P r1,8s.
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Figure 1: Matrix perturbation projection error upper bound (Theorem 1), upper bound via
Wedin’s sinΘ theorem (7), and the true value of }P pUKA}F
5 Simulation Studies
In this section, we provide numerical studies to support our theoretical results. We specif-
ically compare the matrix perturbation projection error bounds in Section 2, low rank
matrix estimation error bounds in Section 3 and new sinΘ perturbation bounds in Section
4 with the results in previous literature. In each setting, we randomly generate Z with
i.i.d. Np0, σ2q entries, draw A by a to-be-specified scheme, and construct B “ A` Z. We
repeat all simulation settings for 100 times and present the average errors.
5.1 Numerical Comparison of Matrix Perturbation Projection Error
Bounds
We first compare the matrix perturbation projection error bound in Theorem 1 with the up-
per bound (7) derived from Wedin’s sinΘ theorem. We set n P t100, 300u, r P t4, 6, . . . , 16u,
σ “ 0.02, and generate A “ UΣ1VJ, where U P Rnˆr,V P Rnˆr are independently drawn
from Onˆr uniformly at random; Σ1 is a diagonal matrix with singular values decaying as:
• Polynomial decay: pΣ1qri,is “ 10i , 1 ď i ď r;
• Exponential decay: pΣ1qri,is “ 25´i, 1 ď i ď r.
The values of the upper bounds in Theorem 1 and (7), along with the true value of }P pUKA}q,
are presented in Figure 1. We find the bound of Theorem 1 is much tighter than the bound
in (7). As r increases, i.e., A becomes ill-conditioned, (7) becomes loose while Theorem 1
can still be sharp.
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Figure 2: Low-rank matrix estimation error bound (Theorem 2), upper bound via Wedin’s
sinΘ theorem (20) and the true value of }pA´A}F
5.2 Numerical Comparison of Low-Rank Matrix Estimation Error Bound
Next, we compare the low-rank matrix estimation error bound in Theorem 2 and the
bound (20) obtained by Wedin’s sinΘ theorem. We generate B,A,Z in the same way as
the previous simulation setting, then evaluate the values of the upper bounds of Theorem
2, (20), and the true values of }pA ´ A}q. The results in Figure 2 shows that the upper
bound in Theorem 2 is tighter than the upper bound in (20) in all settings. In addition,
when n increases from 100 to 300, the upper bound of (20) drastically increases while the
upper bound of Theorem 2 remains steady. This is because the upper bounds of (20) and
Theorem 2 rely on }Z}F and }Zmaxprq}F , respectively.
5.3 Numerical Comparison of Singular Subspace Perturbation Bounds
Finally, we compare the sinΘ perturbation bound in Theorem 5 and the classic Wedin’s
sinΘ bound (6). In this study, we fix n “ 500, r “ 3, let m vary from 40 to 90, and
generate A “ UΣ1VJ with U P Rmˆr, V P Rnˆr and Σ1 constructed in the same way as
the previous simulation setting. The results in Figure 3 show that the singular subspace
perturbation bounds in Theorem 5 are better than the classic Wedin’s sinΘ bounds when
n " m. This is because the sinΘ bounds in (6) depends on maxt}ZpV}q, }pUJZ}qu, i.e.,
the worst between the two-sided errors: }ZpV}q and }pUJZ}q, while Theorem 5 provides a
unilateral bound that only depends on the one-sided error: }ZpV}q or }pUJZ}q.
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Figure 3: The unilateral sinΘ perturbation bound (Theorem 5), Wedin’s sinΘ bound (6),
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6 Discussions
In this paper, we establish a sharp matrix perturbation projection error bound for }P pUKA}q
and show its advantage over the results obtained via previous tools. Based on the matrix
perturbation projection error bound, we prove that the truncated SVD is optimal in low-
rank matrix estimation error. We also provide two new sinΘ perturbation bounds. The
numerical studies demonstrate the advantages of these new results over the ones in the
literature.
For convenience of presentation, we focus on the real number field in this paper. It is
interesting to extend the developed results to the field of complex numbers. The main tech-
nical work for such an extension includes a dual representation of the truncated Schatten-q
norm in the field of complex numbers, i.e., a complex version of Lemma 1.
Apart from the widely studied perturbation theory on singular value decomposition,
the perturbation theory for other problems, such as pseudo-inverses [Wed73, Ste77], least
squares problems [Ste77], orthogonal projection [Ste77, Xu20, FB96, CCL16], rank-one
perturbation [ZPL19], are also important topics. It would be interesting to study the
perturbation theory for these problems via the developed matrix perturbation projection
error bound.
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